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Anchorage's water comes from pristine watersheds high in the Chugach Mountains, surrounded by the
protected lands of Chugach State Park.
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On the edge of the Alaska wilderness, Anchorage residents enjoy some of the
world’s purest water, treated and delivered by Anchorage Water and Wastewater
Utility (AWWU). In 2018, AWWU commissioned a GIS roadmap, detailing more
than 100 line items designed to keep AWWU on the cutting edge of asset
management. Two recommendations included faster and more reliable GPS
data capture—in real-time.

           
In the past, an AWWU employee drew water and sewer assets in the GIS from paper maps that
had been scanned. These points were then field-validated by crews using legacy GPS units. But
there were limitations. First, the legacy GPS units took up to a few minutes to record a location.
That time multiplies as field crews validate a couple hundred points per month, on average.
Second, the legacy GPS units were not real-time. During post-processing, up to 25% of data
could be lost, and needed to be re-captured in the field. Finally, the by validating field data
against municipal imagery, AWWU discovered that the GPS points were not always as accurate
as promised, falling outside the six-foot error range required.

          
The global market leader in geographic information system (GIS) software, Esri offers powerful
mapping and spatial analytics technology. This includes popular mobile data-collection apps,
such as Collector for ArcGIS and Survey123 for ArcGIS, which streamline field operations. Esri has
been helping customers unlock the full potential of data to improve operational and business
results since 1969.
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By eliminating post-processing, the teams were also able to eliminate the data loss that previously resulted in repeated
field trips. Boulier estimates this improvement alone increased their asset acquisition by at least 25 percent.

“The Arrow 100
was the clear
winner. Once you
get a signal and
it locks on, it’s
almost instant
collection. A lot
of the times, it’s
even better than
half a meter.”
Dave Boulier, Senior GIS
Analyst, Anchorage Water
& Wastewater Utility

          
AWWU had already tested five new GPS units during a pilot GPS test in 2017. After testing on
both iOS and Android devices, they ultimately selected the Arrow 100 receiver to replace their
legacy GPS units.
“The Arrow 100 was the clear winner,” Senior GIS Analyst Dave Boulier said. “Once you get a
signal and it locks on, it’s almost instant collection. We’re also getting submeter locations, and
a lot of the times it’s even better than half a meter.”
The GIS team also installed Esri Collector for ArcGIS on iPhone 7s to collect data in the field.
Approximately 50 field crew members share 18 Arrow 100 GNSS receivers when writing data
to Collector. AWWU also installed Explorer for ArcGIS, to be used by field crews who needed
to access live data but not write to it.
Finally, AWWU stood up Esri Portal for ArcGIS, which enabled secure, server-based
read-and-write access to their enterprise GIS in real time.
“So anyone with authorized credentials can use their login to access, update and share our web
maps,” Boulier said. “Someone in the office can see what’s being done in the field instantly.”

         
On September 25, 2018, with the support of all groups involved, AWWU rolled out the new GPS
data collection workflow utility-wide.
“It has been a pretty seamless rollout,” Boulier said. “A lot of times it can be challenging to ask
your colleagues to adopt new technology. But with this, it seemed to click with everybody. It’s
been fun to get this all set up, see it function in the field, and see everyone happy with it. It has
sparked a lot of ideas.”
The utility achieved their goals of having real-time, submeter GPS data collection. Plus, by
eliminating legacy post-processing, they were able to eliminate the data loss that previously
resulted in repeated field trips. Boulier estimates this improvement alone increased their asset
acquisition by at least 25 percent, with “big-time cost savings.”

www.eos-gnss.com

AWWU plans to use the Arrow 100 GNSS receivers for additional types of work, such as locating
pipe main breaks. “The whole GPS program has really pushed the utility to move forward with
using ArcGIS Online and Portal,” he said.

